COBIT (Control Objectives for Information and related Technology) developed by ISACA (Information Systems and Control Association) and ITGI (Information Technology Governance Institute) in 1992 and then used as a model of IT governance started from planning to evaluation. COBIT will always be synchronized with the standards, best practice and guidance within an organization / company.
Introduction
PT. XYZ is a company that has a service area in energy side and they produce oil & gas in west java. The gas transmission is using EJGP (East Java Gas Pipeline) pipeline to deliver in each buyer at east java.
With the implementation of COBIT 5 is expected to provide input and make a good practice that applies to support the business strategy of the company, among others by improve IT services to internal users, improve IT controls and benchmarks in the Company.
Information Technology requires an investment that is not cheap therefore need a proper understanding of the basic concepts technology used, the operating system, applications and security applied to protect information in the management and development of IT systems in the enterprise. In addition to things mentioned above we also have to focus on improving the quality of business strategy to support the enterprise related with IT.
It is expected that by implementing COBIT 5 in PT.XYZ when viewed in PPT (People, Process, Technology) all the people involved in IT can use good practice IT framework that have been made so hopefully can increase in value-added IT-effective, efficient, innovative and effective also reduce business risk can be identified and synergy with the business strategy of the company.
Literature Review
The purpose of writing this paper is to understand concept, find out and comparative implementation of COBIT 5 as a good practice in PT.XYZ where author works. The problem found after understanding the COBIT then mapping where the author works that have not define value of Service Deliverable Agreement (SDA) to the user.
Definition of Service Deliverable Agreement is how long IT helpdesk doing assistance & issue at user. Expected when the value of the SDA has determined it will be measurable in the efficient and effective performance of an IT helpdesk. (Shown in figure 1 ).
Methodology.
Methodology used in this paper is a quantitative and qualitative method and literature based on the concept guidelines framework COBIT 5.
Discussion.
The discussion in this paper is about area domain Align, Plan and Organize (APO) -09 Manage service agreements (shown in figure 2) . If the COBIT process mapping with IT related goals then obtained as follows:
1. Delivery of IT services in line with business requirements. 2. Availability of reliable and useful information for decision making (shown in figure 3 ).
In everyday to support activities in the office and in the field, IT helpdesk team will help users troubleshoot in case mild to moderate related to the IT area in terms of hardware, software and applications.
Therefore, when before users begin to activities IT helpdesk on duty had to be first to arrive at the office to ensure all Servers, links, networks and applications running smoothly and can be used with well. Also to support the activities in the next day IT helpdesk on duty back to check on the evening before the left to ensure all systems are in good health and no malfunction so tomorrow morning ready to be operationalized.
In research and assessment that I know related with COBIT 5, the case is Service Deliverable Agreement does not exist, so an IT helpdesk in conducting the activities in users can not be properly monitored. For example a real case, when an IT helpdesk do the job of moving users only 2 people, the time worked by an IT helpdesk to moving the spent +/-5 hours 44 minutes (from jam 16.00 wib -until 21.44 wib) is quite a very long time to relocation only 2 users. The job in relocation is simply move the PC from one place to the place and within a short distance of only +/-3-4 meter. Which is in the normal condition the work could only take about 30 minutes for two users. (Shown in figure 4) .
From there looks IT helpdesk not yet effective and efficient in the performance to support the user's daily activities especially when having to synergy with the vision and mission of the company in supporting business strategy. Effective means IT helpdesk have to doing the job exactly, good and right while the efficiency is more to the time spent to support work that will impacted on the amount of overtime to be paid to the IT helpdesk.
Increasing the role of IT in a company is needed with the expectation that can support business Strategy Company. Other than that IT should also be able to provide services to their users such as services to the finance department, exploration, marketing etc. Function and IT role should be managed and organized well and should have a good practice which is the benchmark of providing the service to the user. If IT managed and organized well it will bring a positive impact to the company. To maintain and measure the system availability where the author works, already implemented SLA (Service Level Agreement) with a value of 99.84% for the system reliability. SLA measurement is 24 hours x 365 days=8760hours, 99.84% x 8760 hours = 8746 hours, the difference between 8760 hours to 8746 hours is 14 Hours. It means that in a year in order to comply with a predefined SLA the system maximum downtime allowed is only 14 hours. To measure that performance availability system already implemented software to monitor each server with third party software (shown in figure 5 ).
The same with SLA for SDA (Service Deliverable Agreement) define to measure how long system support handles problem solving, issue and assistance. Hopefully with have a value of SDA IT more excellent deliver services to users (shown in figure 6 ) How do well manage, of course need a supporting could from personnel's, technical and non technical. In the personnel side to manage well is always updated with the current IT technology. In technical side is implementation of a new technology that supports the business strategy company. Non technical side is conducting with monitoring the services as well as creating service level promised to user and management.
Company business requirements are cost efficiency and effective, how IT can catch up and support those requirements. Cost efficiency and effective is a standard for all companies because with minimum requirements can get maximum income. A way to cost efficiency and effective in IT is with tender mechanism for purchasing.
IT is expected to contribute as much as possible for the company when management decisions require a fast and precise, it can be immediately served. The place where the author works it has been implemented, among others, the applications name is on-line gas monitoring (shown in figure 7 ). In the application software management can quickly make a decision related to the sales of gas to the buyer. The use of the application software will be known to the amount of gas flowing to each buyer and will also be monitored if the amount of gas delivered to the buyer looks lower than the agreed nomination. An application used by the IT is also monitored, so if applications are down it will be any notification to the admin of the application owner.
If remapping between the IT-related goals with enterprise goals (shown in figure 8 ), then there are things that should be a major concern with the category of Primary (P), namely:
1. Stakeholder value of business investments. 2. Portfolio of competitive products and services. 3. Customer-oriented service culture 4. Agile responses to a changing business environment 5. Optimization of service delivery costs 6. Business service continuity and availability 7. Information-based strategic decision making Discussion about value of business investment and portfolio, IT can provide information with accurate, precise and reliable in terms of data source for potential reservoir oil and gas. After doing the analysis data can be used for next step. The data analyzed by software application. In the application will be seen how big oil and gas reserves as well as the depth of how many meters. Drilling did without accurate data study measurement definitely very expensive. Because don't know exactly where is the reservoir location and how depth the content of oil & gas. Measurement is also a factor in reducing the risk, whether the risk of failure and risk of loss of the drilling company.
In generally IT provide services to users in each company, other ways in IT where author works. Customer oriented in author works implemented with system support /helpdesk as a person who will help users with problem solving, assistance and issue, available to with customer centre any time in office hour please call extension 4888. Every task helpdesk will save in helpdesk software application and monitored then could be measure. To support helpdesk we implemented too voice mailbox, this application will informed from who called the number of helpdesk call centre and sent to outlook email (shown in figure 9) .
Cost optimization implemented too in author works, every kind of bidding process will use tender mechanism. Whether it is open tender and or online tender system (shown in figure 10 ). In tender process IT also makes software application to monitoring the process of tender so that clearly and transparency and any kind of process activities tender could be measure and accountable.
Currently where author works already implemented disaster recovery system mechanisms with cold backup categorize Tier-1and process to upgrade hot backup categorize Tier-3. With changes of Tier process hopefully if disaster happened all of office activities can run normally and smoothly. Because if disaster happened the data is very crucial even though the process of production oil and gas still running.
Strategic decision making based on IT implemented in reporting production. The reporting reported to stakeholder and shareholder. Production report reported to stakeholder every night given to regulator where author works for the next is information for lifting production oil & gas for the country.
Reporting is not only for production but also reporting for Asset of the country. Because these assets are owned by the State so that before the write-off the assets / goods are to be maintained and its existence should not be lost. Place where author works in Asset better known by the name of goods AFE (Authorization For Expenditure) which is a project monitoring tool and are uncertain which describes all of the components required to perform these activities include materials, labor, equipment and budget. AFE was created to provide information in order to do the analysis, the evaluation of which will be approved and monitored by the stakeholders. Project activities must be approved before being implemented AFE.
Conclusions
In this paper author present about assessment COBIT 5 to support time efficiency in IT services at PT. XYZ. In this explanation is still needed a lot of improvement since the scope of COBIT 5 is also much to be described in its application in the enterprise, and aware of the deficiencies in the writing of the presentation and explanation. Outputs from understanding this framework are performance reports & update IT operational portfolio so that each individual involved in IT can deliver optimal value in order to increase the effectiveness and to inefficiencies in order to better support the business strategy. With continuous improvement in the system of IT helpdesk achievement value of Service Deliverable Agreement shall be measurable, accountable and transparent so that it will increase in IT services to users. In order to achieve effective and efficiency it is expected that the IT helpdesk can carefully identifying and evaluating the issue & assistance in IT-related, so it could be optimally to serve the users and finally upgrade the performance and IT Operations to support activities of the enterprise in achieving the business goals of the strategy. 
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